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of Health and Human Services published a $2 billion exchange
proposal, with 500,000 associated paperwork burden hours.

Table 2

Some Notable 2012 Midnight Regulations
Cost
Proposed HHS Payment Parameters

$3.3 Billion

Proposed Produce-Growing Standards

$3.2 Billion

Proposed Produce Hazard Analysis

$2.2–$3.2 Billion

Final NAAQS for Fine Particulate Matter

$350 Million

Final Flightcrew Rest Requirements

$311 Million

Total

$10.3 Billion

Examining the yearly data, shown in Figure 2, reveals that in
all years when a president successfully runs for reelection, the
number of regulations issued is lower than in the previous year,
indicating either that the White House is understandably preoccupied with other activities or initiates a temporary slowdown in
regulations, most likely so as to remove one potential source of
ammunition for political opponents.
However, merely counting the “significant” regulations does not
tell the entire story, so we examined all regulatory activity, including
paperwork hours and independent agency activity to determine if
there was any increase from the previous year. We found that there
was a significant drop in total regulatory activity compared to the
year before. From November 1, 2011 to January 20, 2012, regulators
published final rules totaling more than $5.7 billion in compliance
costs, inflicting nearly 46.5 million hours in associated paperwork
burdens on the public. For perspective on those hours, assuming
a 2,000-hour work year, it would take 23,235 full-time equivalent
(FTE) employees to complete the required red tape.
The most recent midnight period added an estimated $1.8
billion in final compliance costs to U.S. businesses, along with 1.2
million paperwork burden hours. However, the administration
did significantly increase the pace of Affordable Care Act implementation after the inauguration. In fact, the U.S. Department
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Conclusion | Despite some rhetoric to the contrary, the Obama
administration did not accelerate the pace of its regulatory
output immediately after the election because there was no
need to do so with the president’s successful reelection. This
corresponds to the pattern that has emerged in recent elections:
If an administration is in its first term, there is an election-year
pause in regulatory activity as the president hits the campaign
trail. However, if the administration is nearing the end of its
second term, it does not slow the pace of issuing regulations
during the election year, and like all outgoing presidencies it
accelerates activity in its waning days.

Don’t Californize
Texas

B

By Dwight R. Lee and Richard Alm

ragging about their economy, Texans often point to the
waves of newcomers moving into their state. According
to Internal Revenue Service data, Texas led the nation
with a net gain of more than 680,000 interstate migrants
between 2004 and 2010. The inflow reflects the drawing power
of Texas’ economy, and productive newcomers are helping the
state outperform the rest of the nation.
New residents coming from California and other places, however, could pose a long-term threat to Texas’ winning formula of
low taxes, mild regulation, and limited government spending. The
danger stems from the seldom-noted difference between voting
with one’s feet and voting with one’s ballot.
The economic contrasts between California and Texas are vivid.
California’s taxes are high, but not high enough to prevent large
and persistent budget deficits that result from the state’s exorbitant government spending. An army of state regulators, equipped
with an arsenal of regulations, practically dares anyone to start a
business or hire more workers to expand an existing one.
More and more Californians, both as consumers and producers, are concluding that pleasant weather and attractive scenery
aren’t worth the tax burden and high cost of living. They’re voting
with their feet by leaving the state, with Texas the most popular
destination. Between 2004 and 2010, net migration from California to Texas totaled about 185,000 people—over a quarter of the
Lone Star State’s overall gain.
Most of us understand that voting with one’s feet depends
heavily on economic benefits and costs. Someone contemplating
a move from California to Texas has good reason to weigh those
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factors carefully because his “vote” determines whether he receives
those benefits and incurs those costs. His vote is decisive—he ends
up in Texas because—and only because—he “voted” to do so.
California voting | Economic benefits, however, aren’t the only
consideration when voting with one’s feet. Political ideology
can also be important. Assume, for example, that many Californians are sympathetic to arguments for ambitious spending programs, the high taxes that support them, and tough
regulations on businesses. For those people, at least part of
the value of living in California lies in policies consistent with
their liberal sympathies.
When Californians consider the choice of moving to Texas or
remaining in California, they weigh a dollar’s worth of economic
benefits the same as a dollar’s worth of ideological benefits.
Those who grumble about high taxes and big government will be
the first to pack up and leave. They’re already in a Texas state of
mind, and this may lead to the casual assumption that newcomers won’t change Texas’ politics. However, in time the economic
benefits of moving will convince even political liberals that Texas
offers a better deal. Yet they arrive in Texas clinging to California’s political ideology, apparently not realizing the connection
between Texas’ politics and its economy. Having voted with their
feet, these former Californians start voting with their ballots—to
express their opinions and preferences. This shifts the relative
importance of economic and ideological benefits in a way that’s
rarely appreciated.
Voting with her feet, the individual gets exactly what she chooses.
Voting at the ballot box is another matter. In statewide elections,
the chance that the policy will pass only because she votes for it is
effectively zero. Weighted by this tiny probability, her personal cost

of voting “yes” in terms of the new policy’s
higher taxes and prices becomes so small
that she can ignore them with impunity.
This holds even if passage of the new policy
imposes high total costs on the voter.
Take, for example, a referendum to
impose a Texas state income tax to fund
noble-sounding programs. As a matter of
principle, most Texans oppose an income
tax—a sentiment that may not be shared
by voters relocating from California. If
the tax passes, it will cost our hypothetical
California transplant $10,000—a cost that
might dissuade all but the most liberal voters. A “no” vote thus seems certain—except
for the tiny probability that her vote will
decide the election’s outcome.
Assume the probability that our transplanted Californian’s vote will alter the referendum’s outcome is one in 100,000. Her
expected cost of voting “yes” would thus
equal a dime. So the voter would favor a
Texas income tax if she realizes more than
a dime’s worth of ideological satisfaction from expressing her support for the political preferences she brought from California. The
typical Texan faces the same low cost for ideological satisfaction,
but he’s more likely to adhere to Texas traditions, favoring lower
taxes and limited government.
The important insight of expressive voting is that a little bit
of ideological satisfaction can sway voters to cast their ballots in
favor of policies with high personal costs. It explains why people
commonly ignore their economic interests to further political
agendas they favor. Rich people vote for policies that raise their
taxes. Private sector workers vote to increase public sector workers’ pay, even if it means higher taxes. Parents vote to maintain
public school monopolies that reduce educational quality. Old
people vote for reducing future global temperatures, although
that means higher energy bills today.
This voting seldom comes from deep commitments to carefully examined policy positions. Instead, it reflects the opportunity for voters to feel good about their generosity by casting a
vote that effectively costs them nothing. If enough voters indulge
their feelings, the policies win political approval and everybody
foots the bill.
Californians aren’t the only newcomers attracted to Texas.
Others are arriving from New York, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, New
Jersey, and countries all over the world. It’s highly unlikely that
most of them will share Texans’ ideological ethos. Once in Texas,
many of those newcomers will see a net benefit in voting for policies that will in time undermine the economic factors that drew
them to Texas in the first place.
Maybe it’s time to scrape off the anti-litter “Don’t Mess with
Texas” bumper stickers and replace them with “Don’t Californize
Texas.”
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